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ENCORE CAMP Catalog 2012-13
All CAMP Day activities are aligned to the Texas Higher Education
Coordinating Board (THECB) College Readiness Standards.

1.

App Developer

2.

Architecture

3.

Biotechnology

4.

Business

5.

College and Career Exploration

6.

Criminal Justice

7.

CSI Forensic Science

8.

Engineering

9.

Financial Literacy

10. Graphic Design
11. Journalism and Multimedia
12. Leadership
13. Medical and Human Sciences
14. NASA: Mission to Mars
15. Renewable Energy
16. Robotics
17. Chess (New)
 iPad technology (if available) is strategically integrated in the CAMP
Curriculum to maximize ENCORE Scholar experience.
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App Developer
Success...there’s an App for that!
Description:

In recent years App Development has produced mobile applications that have become
absorbed in our everyday lives. The field of education has adopted Smartphone Apps
to supplement student learning. This high-tech fun-filled CAMP introduces scholars to
the field of programming and functionality. The CAMP introduces general principles of
computer programing and mobile applications led by a local App developer. Scholars
gain insight into the career and have the opportunity to ask questions pertaining to the
industry and how it plays a vital role. Scholars learn the history and background of
Apps and current trends in the marketplace. ENCORE offers a unique opportunity for
students interested in the computer science field to pursue their app all the way to the
Apple and Android Market through a control panel built specially for ENCORE.

Activities:
1. Mobile App Overview
2. The Digitally Powered Age
3. Turning Concepts into Reality
4. Programming an App
5. College and Career Connection
 iPad technology integrated

THECB College Readiness Standards Alignment:
App Developer CAMP will incorporate the following THECB College Readiness Standards in
English/Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, Social Studies and Cross-Disciplinary Skills.

English/Language Arts: Reading, Writing, Speaking, Listening, Research. Mathematics: Statistical
Reasoning; Science: scientific applications of communication. Social Studies: Interrelated Disciplines
and skills; diverse human perspectives and experiences; analysis, synthesis and evaluation of
information; effective communication. Cross-Disciplinary: Key Cognitive Skills problem solving,
academic behaviors, work habits, academic integrity, reasoning, intellectual curiosity; use of data; use of
technology.
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Architecture
Designing & Building your Future
Description:
Skyscrapers, bridges, homes, sports arenas: all built by an architect. Architecture
CAMP focuses on the fundamentals of architecture by challenging scholars with realworld tasks. Connecting what is being taught in the math and science classrooms with
their own ingenuity, scholars are able to further realize the importance of math and
science. The history and evolution of architecture in different regions of the world is
closely studied in order spark inspiration and creativity in the scholars. During labs
scholars are challenged to design several structures in order to complete specific tasks.
Scholars become an architect for a day and are encouraged to pursue a career in
architecture in their post-secondary education.

Activities:
1. Principles of Architecture
2. Building a Structural Resistance
3. Interior Design for Client Desires
4. College and Career Connection
 iPad technology integrated

THECB College Readiness Standards Alignment:
Architecture CAMP will incorporate the following THECB College Readiness Standards in
English/Language Arts (ELA), Mathematics, Science, Social Studies and Cross-Disciplinary Skills.

English/Language Arts: Speaking, Listening, Research. Mathematics: Geometric Reasoning;
Measurement Reasoning; Problem solving; and reasoning Connections. Science: Nature of Science:
Scientific ways of learning and thinking; scientific applications of math; energy (thermodynamics, kinetic,
potential, and energy transfers); physics. Social Studies: analysis, synthesis and evaluation of
information; effective communication. Cross-Disciplinary: Key Cognitive Skills problem solving,
academic behaviors, work habits, reasoning, intellectual curiosity; use of technology.
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Biotechnology
Science and Innovation in the Mix
	
  
	
  
Description:
Scholars discover the world of Biotechnology and its many applications in our world
today. During hands-on activities scholars discover DNA, become familiar with the
structure and discern the possibilities of how better understanding DNA can help
society. Scholars review elements in the Periodic Table and explore different chemical
reactions and use their imagination to create chemical compounds that can be useful.
Creativity and ingenuity are encouraged in a safe environment where scholars can have
fun learning science. Real-world scientists both local and national are used to spark
interest and ideas in scholars to excite them of career possibilities in the areas of
STEM.

Activities:
1. Applications of Biotechnology
2. Creating Chemical Compounds
3. Genetics: Exploring DNA
4. College and Career Connection
 iPad technology integrated

THECB College Readiness Standards Alignment:
Biotechnology CAMP will incorporate the following THECB College Readiness Standards in
English/Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, Social Studies and Cross-Disciplinary Skills.

English/Language Arts: Reading, Writing, Speaking, Listening, Research. Mathematics: Geometric
Reasoning; Measurement Reasoning; Statistical Reasoning. Science: Nature of Science: Scientific ways
of learning and thinking; scientific applications of math; scientific applications of communication; biology;
chemistry. Social Studies: Interrelated Disciplines and skills; diverse human perspectives and
experiences; analysis, synthesis and evaluation of information; interdependence of global communities;
effective communication. Cross-Disciplinary: Key Cognitive Skills problem solving, academic
behaviors, work habits, academic integrity, reasoning, intellectual curiosity; use of data; use of
technology.
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Business
Transactions to Success
Description:
The spirit of an entrepreneur is what runs today’s economy. Business CAMP provides
detailed information on the different areas of business: management, finance,
marketing, accounting and production. After understanding the basic principles of
business, scholars develop a complete business plan to present in front of their peers
and industry professionals. Biographies of entrepreneurs and current trends will be
reviewed in order for scholars to understand that it takes a creative idea, dedication and
a good education to become a successful businessman.

Activities:
1. Entrepreneurial Ventures
2. 21st Century Marketing Messages
3. Principles of Financial Management
4. College and Career Connection
 iPad technology integrated

THECB College Readiness Standards Alignment:
Business CAMP will incorporate the following THECB College Readiness Standards in
English/Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, Social Studies and Cross-Disciplinary Skills.

English/Language Arts: Writing, Speaking, Listening, Research. Mathematics: Statistical
Reasoning; Problem solving. Social Studies: Interrelated Disciplines and skills; diverse human
perspectives and experiences; analysis, synthesis and evaluation of information; effective
communication. Cross-Disciplinary: Key Cognitive Skills problem solving, academic behaviors, work
habits, academic integrity, reasoning, intellectual curiosity; use of data; use of technology.
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College and Career Exploration
Awareness & Preparation for Success
Description:
The ENCORE College and Career Exploration CAMP will focus on preparing scholars
to become college ready by examining basic college readiness tools in a fun and
engaging manner. College admission processes and available financing options will be
reviewed so that scholars can become familiar with the information vital to their future
post-secondary career. After completing a career assessment, scholars realize possible
careers that they might be of interest by expanding on their personal strengths. Panel
discussions with ENCORE University Mentors will take place where scholars can ask
questions about any uncertainties they have and discuss different majors and career
opportunities available. The objective is to have scholars end the day feeling confident
and ready to pursue post-secondary education.
Activities:
1. Career Assessment
2. College Admissions and Financing
3. Future Lifestyle
4. Panel Discussion
5. College and Career Connection
 iPad technology integrated

THECB College Readiness Standards Alignment:
College and Career Exploration CAMP will incorporate the following THECB College Readiness

Standards in English/Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, Social Studies and Cross-Disciplinary
Skills. English/Language Arts: Reading, Writing, Speaking, Listening, Research. Social Studies:
analysis, synthesis and evaluation of information; effective communication. Cross-Disciplinary: Key
Cognitive Skills problem solving, academic behaviors, work habits, academic integrity, reasoning,
intellectual curiosity; use of data; use of technology.
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Criminal Justice
Safety and Security for our Country First!
Description:
For anyone interested in pursuing a career in law, Criminal Justice CAMP provides an
overview of the job duties of vital roles within the justice system. Engaging in a mock
trial scholars learn about all the roles in a courtroom and the job duties that are
required. Scholars learn tools and processes used by the Federal Agencies including
the Secret Service, CIA, FBI, DEA and many others. Industry professionals are invited
to speak to scholars about real-world experiences law enforcement experiences.
Career and college tracks are explored and reviewed to allow scholars to realize their
options.

Activities:
1. Mock Trial in the Courtroom
2. National Security Careers Exploration
3. A dangerous world: Conducting Top Secret Missions
4. College and Career Connection
 iPad technology integrated

THECB College Readiness Standards Alignment:
Criminal Justice CAMP will incorporate the following THECB College Readiness Standards in
English/Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, Social Studies and Cross-Disciplinary Skills.

English/Language Arts: Reading, Writing, Listening, Research. Mathematics: Measurement
Reasoning. Science: Nature of Science: Scientific ways of learning and thinking; scientific applications
of math; scientific applications of communication. Social Studies: synthesis and evaluation of
information. Cross-Disciplinary: Key Cognitive Skills problem solving, academic behaviors, work
habits, academic integrity, reasoning, intellectual curiosity; use of data; use of technology.
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CSI Forensics Science
Using Science to Solve Crimes
Description:
CSI Forensic Science involves scholars solving mock crimes using real world
applications of science. During CSI labs, ENCORE simulates a crime scene and
challenges scholars to recreate the crime scene using Forensic Science tools and
techniques used by professionals. Scholars are introduced to a crime scene and learn
the techniques forensic scientists and other law enforcement use to collect and analyze
evidence in order to solve a crime and ensure justice. During hands-on activities math
and science terms and practices are focused on to reiterate what is being taught in the
classroom.

Activities:
1. Initial Crime Scene Procedures
2. Forensic Science Analysis Experiments
3. Solving a Murder
4. Closing a Case
5. Career and College Connection
 iPad technology integrated

THECB College Readiness Standards Alignment:
CSI Forensic Science CAMP will incorporate the following THECB College Readiness Standards in
English/Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, Social Studies and Cross-Disciplinary Skills.

English/Language Arts:Listening, Research. Mathematics: Geometric Reasoning; Measurement
Reasoning. Science: Nature of Science: Scientific ways of learning and thinking; scientific applications
of math; scientific applications of communication; biology; chemistry. Social Studies: synthesis and
evaluation of information. Cross-Disciplinary: Key Cognitive Skills problem solving, academic
behaviors, work habits, academic integrity, reasoning, intellectual curiosity; use of data; use of
technology.
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Engineering
Innovation for the Future
	
  
Description:	
  
Today engineers are essential in shaping our nation; innovation is vital to their success.
Engineering CAMP introduces scholars to engineering concepts in the areas of
electrical and mechanical engineering by connecting classroom mathematics and
physics with real world applications and careers. Scholars are faced with multiple
hands-on engineering challenges to build their content knowledge and spark their
creative nature to come up with innovative solutions. The objective of Disciplines of
Engineering CAMP is to plant seeds of innovation into the minds of ENCORE scholars.
Mentored by professionals and local college mentors in the engineering field, scholars
receive guidance and knowledge of college and career possibilities in the engineering
field.
Activities
1. Principles of Engineering
2. Applications of Mechanical Engineering
3. Concepts of Electrical and Computer Science Engineering
4. Career and College Connection
 iPad technology integrated

THECB College Readiness Standards Alignment:
Engineering CAMP will incorporate the following THECB College Readiness Standards in
English/Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, Social Studies and Cross-Disciplinary Skills.

English/Language Arts:Research. Mathematics: Geometric Reasoning; Measurement Reasoning;
Problem solving; and reasoning Connections. Science: Nature of Science: Scientific ways of learning
and thinking; scientific applications of math; scientific applications of communication; history of science;
energy (thermodynamics, kinetic, potential, and energy transfers); chemistry; physics; environmental
science. Social Studies: analysis, synthesis and evaluation of information; effective communication.

Cross-Disciplinary: Key Cognitive Skills problem solving, academic behaviors, work habits, academic
integrity, reasoning, intellectual curiosity; use of data; use of technology.
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Financial Literacy
Money Management Matters (3M)
	
  
	
  
Description:
This CAMP introduces scholars to the world of money and banking. An overview of how
the American economy works is explained using engaging methods so that scholars
easily understand and retain information. Financial responsibility is a key point
throughout the day so that while learning about the national economy scholars learn to
manage their own money. At the end of the day scholars will be familiar and
comfortable to use concepts such as inflation, money supply, interest and credit score.
During each activity math is focused on so that scholars understand the importance of
school and a post-education. Scholars are put in real life scenarios where credit and
interest rates effect investments and availability of loans.
Activities:
1. Principals of Economics
2. Setting a budget for college
3. Fundamentals of Credit
4. The Banking System: Saving, Borrowing and Lending
5. College and Career Connection
 iPad technology integrated

	
  
	
  
	
  
THECB College Readiness Standards Alignment:
Financial Literacy CAMP will incorporate the following THECB College Readiness Standards in
English/Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, Social Studies and Cross-Disciplinary Skills.

English/Language Arts: Speaking, Research. Mathematics: Measurement Reasoning; Statistical
Reasoning; Problem solving; and reasoning Connections. Social Studies: analysis, synthesis and
evaluation of information; effective communication. Cross-Disciplinary: Key Cognitive Skills problem
solving, academic behaviors, work habits, academic integrity, reasoning, intellectual curiosity; use of data;
use of technology.
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Graphic Design
A Picture Sets 1000 Goals
	
  
Description:
Research has proved a direct correlation between the time spent studying the arts and
high test scores*. Opening with an interactive history of art through the ages scholars
acquire knowledge of major past artistic influences. Each scholar goes home with their
very own art-piece created through-out the day with their own personal inspiration after
learning about art through the ages to show their families what they’ve learned.
ENCORE provides scholars with hands-on activities that involve graphic designing and
3-d animation to get a better overview of different career options in the business and
communications industries. A focus on effective communication and expression
throughout the day encourages scholars to showcase their creativity and elaborate on
their inspiration. Local, state and national post-secondary education programs and
career opportunities are highlighted to stimulate interest amongst scholars.
.
Activities:
1. Principals of Graphic Design and Advertising
2. 3-D Animation
3. Interpretive Art
4. College and Career Connection
 iPad technology integrated

THECB College Readiness Standards Alignment:
Graphic Design CAMP will incorporate the following THECB College Readiness Standards in
English/Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, Social Studies and Cross-Disciplinary Skills.

English/Language Arts: Speaking, Listening, Research. Mathematics: Geometric Reasoning;
Measurement Reasoning. Social Studies: Interrelated Disciplines and skills; diverse human
perspectives and experiences; analysis, synthesis and evaluation of information; interdependence of
global communities; effective communication. Cross-Disciplinary: Key Cognitive Skills problem
solving, academic behaviors, work habits, academic integrity, reasoning, intellectual curiosity; use of data;
use of technology.
*Americans for the Arts Monographs Volume 1 Number 9: Involvement in the Arts and Success in Secondary School
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Journalism and Multimedia
Developing and Publishing Your Content
Description:
There is a great importance to fostering a child’s artistic and creative talents. By
introducing careers in the field of journalism and multimedia, which include print
journalism, broadcast journalism and photography, Scholars realize that many of their
hobbies can be transformed into careers. Proper technique in, photography and
videography will be exercised and developed but individual creativity will be encouraged
during hands-on learning. Activities are conducted by professional and university
mentors in areas of communications. Proper writing etiquette will be reinforced to
scholars during activities where they are challenged to exercise their writing skill to
effectively communicate a message.
Activities:
1. Community Journalism: Writing an article
2. Community Journalism: Creating a Public Service Announcement (PSA)
3. Radio Broadcasting Techniques
4. Uses of Social Media in Modern Journalism
5. College and Career Connection
 iPad technology integrated

THECB College Readiness Standards Alignment:
Journalism and Multimedia CAMP will incorporate the following THECB College Readiness

Standards in English/Language Arts, Social Studies and Cross-Disciplinary Skills. English/Language
Arts: Reading, Writing, Speaking, Listening, Research. Social Studies:; diverse human perspectives
and experiences; analysis, synthesis and evaluation of information; effective communication. CrossDisciplinary: Key Cognitive Skills problem solving, academic behaviors, work habits, academic
integrity, reasoning, intellectual curiosity; use of data; use of technology.
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Leadership
Developing Tomorrow’s Leaders
	
  
Description:
Learning to communicate effectively is vital in one’s educational, social, and
professional career. The Leadership CAMP focuses on improving these skills in order to
build confidence, which is essential in all aspects of the workforce. Leadership CAMP
will serve to develop a greater understanding of the political, economic, social and
psychological forces that shape the world. Scholars will engage in activities aimed to
improve their communication skills and manage conflict effectively. The ENCORE
Program believes in empowering young scholars to understand that future possibilities
are limitless; scholars analyze national and global issues and develop resolutions.
Throughout the day scholars will learn about different leaders in history; these leaders
range from local Hispanics, national patriots, and global leaders so have impacted
millions learning about different leadership styles and how they can better the lives of
others. Careers in executive positions and education programs will be examined at the
end of the day so that Scholars can realize the potential careers that are available and
understand the importance of a college education.
Activities:
1. Characteristics of an Effective Leader
2. Recognizing my leadership skills
3. Exploring Leadership Opportunities
4. College and Career Connection
 iPad technology integrated

THECB College Readiness Standards Alignment:
Leadership CAMP will incorporate the following THECB College Readiness Standards in
English/Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, Social Studies and Cross-Disciplinary Skills.

English/Language Arts: Reading, Speaking, Listening. Mathematics: Statistical Reasonin. Social
Studies: Interrelated Disciplines and skills; diverse human perspectives and experiences; analysis,
synthesis and evaluation of information; effective communication. Cross-Disciplinary: Key Cognitive
Skills problem solving, academic behaviors, work habits, academic integrity, reasoning, intellectual
curiosity; use of data; use of technology.
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Medical and Human Sciences
Our Wealth is in Our Health
Description:
Medical and Human Sciences CAMP is effective in providing concrete examples of how
a career in Therapeutic Services (physician, ophthalmologist, and surgeon) can be
achieved by laying the foundation for success early in their educational careers.
Students will participate in activities consisting of suturing, dissection, and general
physician processes. They will also learn about the causes of preventable illnesses,
proper nutrition, and community health. Scholars learn to manage software that
demonstrates dissection providing the most efficient and safest way to learn surgical
techniques. Medical professionals and college student mentors guide scholars
throughout the session providing the real-world experiences.

Activities:
1. Nutrition: Essentials in Maintaining a Healthy Body
2. The Anatomy of the Human Body
3. Working in a Medical Lab
4. College and Career Connection
 iPad technology integrated

THECB College Readiness Standards Alignment:
Medical and Human Sciences CAMP will incorporate the following THECB College Readiness

Standards in English/Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, Social Studies and Cross-Disciplinary
Skills. English/Language Arts: Reading, Writing, Speaking, Listening, Research. Mathematics:
Geometric Reasoning; Measurement Reasoning; Statistical Reasoning. Science: Nature of Science:
Scientific ways of learning and thinking; scientific applications of math; scientific applications of
communication; biology; chemistry. Social Studies: Interrelated Disciplines and skills; diverse human
perspectives and experiences; analysis, synthesis and evaluation of information; interdependence of
global communities; effective communication. Cross-Disciplinary: Key Cognitive Skills problem
solving, academic behaviors, work habits, academic integrity, reasoning, intellectual curiosity; use of data;
use of technology.
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NASA: MISSION TO MARS
Exploring possibilities on new frontiers
Description:
Students work on a Mars exploration mission simulating the work of NASA scientists and
engineers that work on the NASA’s current mission to mars. Scholars learn the
objectives of the mission and the importance of information gathering and research.
Hands-on activities engage students and allow them to understand the science in Lava
Layering, which has shaped planet Earth as well Mars. Scholars engineer and design
rovers and rockets in teams to make the most efficient design to successfully
accomplish the mission. With a concentration on careers in science, physics and
technology, scholars obtain a more extensive understanding of potential careers, their
tasks and required qualifications.

Activities:
1. Engineering a Mars Rover
2. Designing Rockets
3. Volcanic Development on a Planet
4. NASA’s Mars Exploration Program
5. College and Career Connection

THECB College Readiness Standards Alignment:
NASA: Mission to Mars CAMP will incorporate the following THECB College Readiness Standards
in English/Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, Social Studies and Cross-Disciplinary Skills.

English/Language Arts: Writing, Speaking, Listening, Research. Mathematics: Geometric
Reasoning; Measurement Reasoning; Statistical Reasoning; Problem solving; and reasoning
Connections. Science: Nature of Science: Scientific ways of learning and thinking; scientific applications
of math; scientific applications of communication; history of science; social ethics; physics; earth and
space sciences; environmental science. Social Studies: analysis, synthesis and evaluation of
information; effective communication. Cross-Disciplinary: Key Cognitive Skills problem solving,
academic behaviors, work habits, academic integrity, reasoning, intellectual curiosity; use of data; use of
technology.
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Renewable Energy
Saving Our World’s Resources
Description:
Renewable Energy CAMP aims to provide challenging activities that focus on ensuring
that Scholars are ready to explore the complexity of the natural world, grapple with new
ideas, and think critically to make judgments about global issues. Scholars learn about
environmental responsibility and explore different earth friendly energy alternatives.
Renewable Energy CAMP will leave scholars with the basic knowledge of how to make
energy is created which leads to the synopsis of different energy alternatives and
analyze the feasibility of each alternative. Scholars evaluate the
economic and social benefits to implementing alternative energy solutions to come up
with their own unique perspective. Scholars are encourage to come up with unique
creative solutions that might one day change the world.
Activities:
1. Environmental Responsibility: Recycle. Reuse. Reduce.
2. Alternative Energy Solutions
3. Renewable Energy Technologies
4. Designing a Green Project
5. College and Career Connection
 iPad technology integrated

THECB College Readiness Standards Alignment:
Renewable Energy CAMP will incorporate the following THECB College Readiness Standards in
English/Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, Social Studies and Cross-Disciplinary Skills.

English/Language Arts: Reading, Writing, Speaking, Listening, Research. Mathematics: Statistical
Reasoning; Problem solving. Science: Nature of Science: Scientific ways of learning and thinking;
scientific applications of math; social ethics; energy (thermodynamics, kinetic, potential, and energy
transfers); chemistry; physics; environmental science. Social Studies: analysis, synthesis and
evaluation of information; interdependence of global communities; effective communication. Cross-

Disciplinary: Key Cognitive Skills problem solving, academic behaviors, work habits, academic
integrity, reasoning, intellectual curiosity; use of data; use of technology.
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Robotics
Robots working for Humans
Description:
During Robotics CAMP, Scholars are introduced to the worlds of engineering, computer
science and robotics. Teams of Scholars start the day by building a +100-piece robot
mounted with a computer brain that regulates its movement. Scholars use a computer
to program the robot brain and race it through a maze in competition that requires them
to use critical thinking, teamwork and effective communication. Business and marketing
activities will challenge them to develop strategies for packaging, selling and creating
excitement around their robot design. ENCORE recognizes that careers in the
Engineering and Technology fields will be forces of economic growth in Texas and
works toward developing the skills in Scholars that will allow them to prepare for entry
into college as they pursue such careers.
Activities:
1. Robotic Designing
2. Building your Robot
3. Programing tasks and instructions
4. Trials and Testing: Race your robots
5. College and Career Connection
 iPad technology integrate

THECB College Readiness Standards Alignment:
Robotics CAMP will incorporate the following THECB College Readiness Standards in Mathematics,
Science, Social Studies, Cross-disciplinary and English and Language Arts (ELA). Mathematics:
measurement reasoning, problem solving and reasoning, connections, Cross-disciplinary: Intellectual
curiosity and synthesis. ELA: Evaluation of Information and apply listening skills. Social Studies:
Problem-solving and dec ision-making skills, clear and coherent oral and written communication.
Mathematics: Problem Solving, reasoning, connections, use of data and technology. Science: Scientific
problem solving, energy transfer within and among systems, forces and motion, mechanical energy,
physics, solar system, rotating systems, thermodynamics, physics and earth system.
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Chess Day
Life Skills Strategies

	
  
Description:
More than 1500 years ago, the ruler of India challenged his wise men to create a game
that would teach the royal family to become better thinkers and generals in battle. The
result of this effort led to what we currently know as Chess. Chess is one of the few
games that has stood the test of time and continues to grow in popularity in schools
around the world due to its ability to enhance academic achievement and increase
social interaction in students. Chess teaches the following skills: focusing, visualizing,
thinking ahead, weighing options, analyzing concretely, thinking abstractly, planning,
and multitasking. Research has shown an increase in English and Math skills in
students that engage in chess activities as well as development of critical 21st century
skills including critical thinking and teamwork.
Activities:
5. Chess Rules
6. Human Chess Board
7. Strategic Life Moves
8. Chess Tournament
 iPad technology integrated

THECB College Readiness Standards Alignment:
Chess CAMP will incorporate the following THECB College Readiness Standards in
English/Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, Social Studies and Cross-Disciplinary Skills.

English/Language Arts: Reading, Writing, Speaking, Listening, Research. Mathematics: Geometric
Reasoning; Probability; Statistical Reasoning. Social Studies: Interrelated Disciplines and skills;
diverse human perspectives and experiences; analysis, synthesis and evaluation of information; effective
communication. Cross-Disciplinary: Key Cognitive Skills problem solving, academic behaviors, work
habits, academic integrity, reasoning, intellectual curiosity; use of data; use of technology.
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Contact Information:
Ernesto Villarreal
Vice President for ENCORE
Texas Valley Communities Foundation
956.903.4231
evillarreal@tvcof.org
Dan Garcia
Executive Director of
Teaching and Learning
Texas Valley Communities Foundation
956.903.4231
dgarcia@tvcof.org
Giovanni Ferrigno
Director of Corporate and Foundation Relations
Texas Valley Communities Foundation
956.903.4231
gferrigno@tvcof.org
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*CAMP	
  activities	
  are	
  subject	
  to	
  change	
  based	
  on	
  student	
  feedback	
  and	
  program	
  innovation.	
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